
Setting the Record Straight:
by  Sandra  Stroud     CCS
Superintendent works for the
School Board,   NOT the other
way around!!!    by Robert
A  
I wish to use this platform and opportunity to get Robert
Queen straightened out about who he and the other school
board members are beholding to and it’s NOT Supt. Stephen
Fisher.

Supt.  Stephen  Fisher  is  an  employee  of  Cleveland  County
taxpayers; interviewed and hired (and supervised) by the
Cleveland County School Board. That’s it! The school board
members do not work for Stephen Fisher!

Robert Queen introduced one of his policies to state that
school board members must get permission from Supt. Fisher if
they wanted to visit a school. WRONG!! Queen is way off base
with this policy! It’s too bad that some of the school board
members have become “waterboys” and “lapdogs” for Robert
Queen.  They  operate  as  though  they  don’t  have  the
intelligence or willpower to rebuff Queen on any of his new
policies that are nothing more than a means to hinder Ronnie
Grigg and Danny Blanton for doing their jobs as school board
members.

That is the whole problem with this school board-they follow
the orders of a misguided chairman who is not interested at
all about the education of our children, their safety or the
success  of  their  education.  They  just  vote  “YES”  for
everything that Queen throws at them. They’ve no minds of
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their own. Every one of them should have voted, “NO,” when he
(Queen) offered up his “PERMISSION” POLICY. Again, I repeat.
YOU  school  board  members  DO  NOT  work  for  Supt.  Stephen
Fisher, PERIOD.

With the exception of one or two; what we have for a school
board are dumb sheep, waterboys and lapdogs! With the next
election cycle (2024) we can remedy all of these bad and
incompetent actors. Hallelujah!!

Sandra Stroud

 

Sandra P. Stroud

 

 Ms. Sandra Stroud is a fearless Champion of right and proper
government in Cleveland County and the US. When Prayer at the
beginning  of  School  Board  Meetings  was  the  issue,  Sandra
Stroud stood up and voiced her strong support in front of 600+



citizens. When Shelby Schools refused to teach a deaf child,
Sandra Stroud single-handedly made Shelby Schools mend their
ways. When the Cleveland County Commissioners surrendered to a
Federal Lawsuit against them by agreeing to a settlement that
was Un-Constitutional; Sandra Stroud put her name and money
behind  a  Federal  Lawsuit  and  took  the  Cleveland  County
Commissioners to the US Federal Courts in Washington, DC and
made the Commissioners mend their cowardly ways. When Sandra
Stroud sends me her messages, I publish them. Word for Word.
Sometimes satire, sometimes prose. When Sandra Stroud speaks,
Robert  A  listens.  When  Sandra  Stroud  writes,  Robert  A
publishes.  If  there  is  a  typo,  misspelling  or  unclear
language, that is Robert A’s, mistake, not Sandra Stroud.

Folks, there are more citizens like Sandra Stroud and Robert
A  in  Cleveland  County  that  want  bullying  stopped  in  our
schools and in our School Board and education improved. We
want no more corruption like what was found out about the
Catawba Casino, the bribed sale of our hospital for 2 cents on
the dollar, endless sales tax increase referendums, endless
property  revaluations  where  Cleveland  County  has  deployed
drones to peep into our bedroom windows looking for whatever
it is that they can use to raise property taxes over. And it
goes on and on.

Stay tuned folks. If you want the truth, the whole truth and
justified and logical speculation, you will get it here and
perhaps not anywhere else in the same detail and depth of
understanding. Also, folks, if you want to throw YOUR 2 cents
into our knowledge base of just share your opinion, send it to
Robert A. Your identity will be protected. It is completely
understood that RETALIATION is alive and well in Cleveland
County.

 


